The PERFECT RED LIP!!

Here’s a Chart to help you find the BEST RED possible for your skin tone!!!
This explains the Lipstick Color and background. This will help you if Reds never come out RED on you! EVERYONE can wear a Red... It’s finding the right one!

Here are some MK Lipsticks in a Red!
-Really Red- Orange Red Undertone, Color can look like a deep Red Coral.
-Red- Blue Red Undertone. May come out Pinkish
-Firecracker- Blue Red Undertone
-Sizzling Red- Brick Red Undertone
-Rock ‘n’ Red- True Red, Should not come out Pink or Coral.

Here are some suggestions for EACH SKIN TONE! If you are:
Ivory- Coral Bliss, Really Red
Beige- Firecracker, Sizzling Red
Bronze- Red, Rich Fig

OR
This can be options for Light Red Lip, RED Red and a DRAMATIC RED!

To tone Down- the Red lip color, apply a light layer of a Natural Lip gloss: Fancy Nancy, Beached Bronze, Golden or Sun Blossom

To bump the Red Lip Up and REALLY play up your lips, apply a light layer of: Rock ‘n’ Red or Pink Parfait

Women in Olive Tones and Yellow Foundations tend to go do better in Cool Reds- Blue Reds!
If your Red turns Pink- go with Orange Red or Brick Red
If your Red turns Orange- Stick with Blue Red to counteract the unwanted undertone

Ivory Skin tones- tend to look best in true tones
Beige Skin tones- tend to be able to wear Pink Reds and true
Bronze Skin tones- tend to look best in Plums/Deep Pink Reds and can wear orange reds to really pop lips
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